Based on recurrence equation theory and relative error (rather than absolute error) analysis, the concept and criterion for the stability of a recurrence equation are clarified. A family of recursions, called congruent recursions, is proved to be strongly stable in evaluating its non-negative solutions. A type of strongly unstable recursion is identified. The recursive formula discussed by PANJER (1981) is proved to be strongly stable in evaluating the compound Poisson and the compound Negative Binomial (including Geometric) distributions. For the compound Binomial distribution, the recursion is shown to be unstable. A simple method to cope with this instability is proposed. Many other recursions are reviewed. Illustrative numerical examples are given.
I. INTRODUCTION
Compound distributions are used extensively in modeling the total claims for insurance portfolios. Consider the family of claim frequency distributions satisfying the recursion: where Pn denotes the probability that exactly n claims occur in a fixed time interval such as one year and P0 is an initial value. If the claim severity has a probability function (p.f.)f(x), x > 0, the total claims has a compound distribution with a p.f. :
oo (2) 9(x) = ~ pnf*"(x), x > O. PANJER [12] has shown that, if the claim severity distribution is defined on the positive integers with a p.f. f(x), x > 0, the compound distribution in (2) can be evaluated recursively as: (3) 9(x)= ~ (a+bJlf(j) 9(x-j), x 1,2,3, j=l --~ ] X (4) 9(0) = p0.
This recursive formula is very useful for computer programming and significantly reduces the computing time comparing with the brute-force method directly using formula (2) .
As with any algorithm, round-off errors are inevitable since computers only represent a finite number of digits. Practical observations show that algorithm (3) works well in evaluating compound distributions. However, in the actuarial literature, there are also some comments which diverge from the above observations and make the picture somewhat fuzzy. There is an obvious need for a clearer picture of the stability of recursive computation.
To convey some impression that round-off errors are not necessarily small, we start with a numerical example.
Example 1: In a compund Poisson model, the claim frequency has a Poisson distribution with mean 2 = 10, the claim severity has a two points distribution :
f(l) ---.95, f(2) = .05.
By directly applying recursion (3) in the usual forward direction: 
with initial values (7) 9 (-1) = 0, 9 (0) = exp (-2) = exp (-10),
one can obtain the compound distribution easily.
Values at x = 9 and x = 10 are 9(9) = .I 140989798, 9(10) = .1183785348.
Equation (6) can be used in the backward direction as:
9(x-2) = x 9(x)-9.5 9(x-1).
With 9(10) and 9(9) as starting points, we obtained the surprising results in Table 1 when 6 digits of floating points are used. One can see that round-off errors blow up rapidly! The catastrophic instability in the backward direction can indicate strong stability in the forward direction. The well-known Miller's algorithm (see [16] , p. 153) is based on this principle. Thus, the stability of a recursion depends on the direction in which it is used. In this paper, unless otherwise stated, the direction of recursive evaluation is the forward direction.
RELATIVE ERROR VS ABSOLUTE ERROR
GOOVAERTS and DE VYLDER [9] (p. 5'7) have discussed the propagation of absolute errors of the recursion (3) . Based on their analysis about the inflation of absolute errors, they concluded that the recursion (3) seems to be unstable.
There is nothing wrong in their error analysis, but the conclusion they drew is inappropriate because the absolute error has little bearing on the behavior of errors relative to the required solution. We want to stress one basic point in standard numerical analysis: "as a measure of accuracy, the absolute error may be misleading and the relative error more meaningful" -BURDEN and FAIRES [1] (p. 13). The criterion for the stability of an algorithm should be relative error, rather than absolute error.
Example 2: For a Poisson distribution with a large mean 2, say 2 = 1000, assume ideal computing which gives exact solutions using the recursion: 2 (9) P,, = --Pn-~, n ~ I.
n Thus, in the above ideal computing process there is no error propagation. Rounding errors only occur when the computer outputs the exact solution. Only a finite number r (r can be any desired number) digits can be represented in the output. In this way, both the first point, P0, and the mean point, Ploo0, are obtained. When r = 10, one has P0 = .5075958897 x 10 -434, and Pl000 = 0.1261461134,
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with absolute errors of about 10 -444 , and 10- 12, respectively. For any value of r, the absolute error is inflated l0 432 times when the recursive evaluation moves from P0 to Pl000. Obviously one cannot conclude that the algorithm (9) is unstable.
On the other hand, one can see that the algorithm (9) is stable by observing a constant relative error in the evaluation process (the relative errors for P0 and P~000 are about the same at 10-r).
To 
The homogeneous linear recurrence equation (10) possesses a linearly independent set of solutions {O Ih)(x), 1 < h < m}, called a fundamental set, and any solution of (10) can be expressed as a linear combination of these functions.
Definition 1 : A solution g (x) of equation (10) is called a dominant solution, if for any solution h(x) of equation (10) there exists a constant C> 0, such that (13) Ig(x)l _> Clh (x)l, x > K for some K _> k.
A solution h(x) of equation (10) is called a subordinate solution, if there exists a solution e(x) of equation (10) such that (14) lim g(x) I= or;
.,~ h (x) in this case, we say that 9(x) dominates h(x).
It should be noted that some solutions may be neither dominant nor subordinate. However, for most recurrence equations that are encountered in practical applications, their coefficients Aj(x) satisfy some regularity conditions and there exists a fundamental set {9(h)(X), I < h < m} such that
• o{l)(x) is a dominant solution and free from zero for x sufficiently large; 
with initial values" 08) {g(x) = 0; x = -m+ I ..... -I}; g(0) = P0 > 0.
RELATIVE STABILITY THEORY
For the general linear recurrence equation (10) , OLIVER Ill l] proposed a theory of relative stability. Oliver's relative stability theory is presented with modifications and refinement. We denote this desired solution as gz, k(X).
Concepts and definitions

Notation:
We use e to denote absolute errors and ~/ to denote relative errors.
Two possible ways to generate round-off errors are: (i) rounding, and (ii) chopping. Most computers use rounding; however, some computers do use chopping.
As indicated in Example 2, when the desired solution is a rapidly varying solution, the absolute round-off errors also vary rapidly. However, OLIVER [1 l] (p. 326-7) pointed out that, for a rapidly varying solution, floating point arithmetic would be used. If floating point arithmetic is used then the actual relative round-off errors ~; are fairly evenly distributed within a small range If r digits are assigned by a user to the computer, r+l digits would be actually used by the computer to leave some room for rounding or chopping 2. Then every real number in the floating-point range of the computer can be represented with a relative error bounded by {.5x10 -r if rounding is used, (20) ~ = 10 -r if chopping is used.
(See DAHLQUIST and BJORCK [4] , p. 45).
To symbolize this fact, we give the following definition. = To be consistent, 'the number of digits' will refer to the number of digits assigned to the computer.
(i) the propagation of earlier errors, and (ii) the newly generated round-off error when the computer outputs its 'exact' result assuming that all inputs are exact. We assume that the newly generated round-off errors are independent and identically distributed random variable qg,,. Obviously, for any newly generated error, it will be propagated in the same way as the true 'value' and thus satisfies the recursion (10).
Definition 4:
The relative error for the initial value g(j) = ~j is qj (a value of ~/ge,). The propagation of the initial value errors is a solution ek(X) of (10) which satisfies the initial condition:
We shall adopt the following convention : if one of the initial values aj is zero, then the actual value used will be correct. This is equivalent to assuming that the computer can represent zero exactly, i.e. all bits set to zero. For example, in the initial conditions (18) of the recursion (17), the first m-1 initial values are zero, and in actual computing they are used as zero without error. OLIVER [11] (p. 330) also supports this convention.
Definition 5 : The (newly generated) round-off relative error at point r (r > k) is q~ (a value of qge.). The propagation of the round-off error at z is a solution e~(x) which satisfies the initial condition at r" (23) {e~(r-m+j) = O; j = 1 .... , m-1}; er(r) = q~ ga, k(r).
The basic error propagation
Consider the first order homogeneous linear recursion:
For recursion (24), it is easy to see that the propagated value of any generated error remains constant relative to the solution g(x):
ci(x) (25) -qi, i=0,1,2,...
g(x)
An upper bound for the accumulated relative error is We define the basic error propagation for which (26) holds, i.e. relative error bound grows linearly with a slope no greather than 1, and we judge the acceptability of error behavior in the general case by comparing it with the above basic error propagation. In other words, a recursive evaluation is stable if the round-off error grows linearly, and being strongly stable if the linear slope is bounded by 1; a recursive evaluation is unstable if the round-off error grows more rapidly than linear; for example, exponentially. 
x-o~ gO)(x )
The solution O~, ~ (x) to be computed can be written as a linear combination of this fundamental set: On the other hand, the round-off error propagation e~(x), as a disturbance solution, can be written as a linear combination of the fundamental set:
where even though c~ is small, but with probability 1 that ct 4= O. Since ct :P O, one has 
k(X)+e~(x).
Example 3: Consider the following linear recursion:
x>2. 16
Equation (32) has a fundamental set of solutions
Where g(°(x) is a dominant solution, and g(2)(x) is a subordinate solution. 
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The computed results for some selected points are listed in Table 2 (5 digits are used in the evaluation). .42622 x 10 -9 I00
.32074 x I0 -12 200
.10291 x 10 -24 300
.33020 x 10 -37 400
.10592 x 10 -49 500
. g~2)(I) = .25, .q(2)(2) = .252 .
The computed results for some selected points are listed in Table 3 (5 digits are used in the evaluation). From Table 3 , one can observe that the round-off errors blow up rapidly. The recursive evaluation is very unstable. By checking the ratio g¢2)(x)/g~2)(x-1) of the computed results, one can see that the computed solution (eventually) follows a pattern of a dominant solution.
Remarks:
1. In general, every (non-trivial) linear recursion is stable for some solution and unstable for other solutions. Thus it is meaningless to merely talk about the stability of a recursion without mentioning the desired solution.
ON THE STABILITY OF RECURSIVE FORMULAS
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.
However, for simplicity, when we talk about the stability of a recursion without specifying which solution it refers to, we assume that the desired solution is implicitly known.
It is the rate of growth of the desired solution with respect to other solutions of the recursive equation that determines whether or not the recursive computation is successful. In terms of initial value representations, the family of subordinate solutions form an m-I dimensional surface in the m dimensional space of all solutions of (10) . As a result of round-off errors and higher-order round-off errors, the disturbance solution can be in any direction in the space of all solutions of (10). Therefore, in general, no matter whether the desired solution is dominant or not, the computed result follows a pattern of a dominant solution. When the desired solution is a subordinate solution, round-off errors will blow up and make the recursive evaluation ineffective.
We have clarified the stability concept of linear recursions. In the next section, we shall give a family of recursions whose non-negative solutions are dominant' solutions. • f(x) is non-negative with finite support on {xl, x2,..., xr} which satisfies (15) and (16) . Note that f(x) does not have to be a probability function In this section, we arc going to give the dominant solutions.of congruent recursions.
CONGRUENT RECURSIONS OF FINITE ORDER AND THEIR DOMINANT SOLUTIONS
We first discuss a set of solutions g(h)(x) of (34) 
O(h)(k+h+n) > O.
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Proof: Since
from equation (34), we have
Now from point k+h, apply the recurson (34) again:
By induction, for any n which is a linear combination of x~, x~, ..., x~ with coefficients in Zo, we have
[] Obviously g~,k(x) and gT, K(X) are the same for x >K.
Let h(x) be any solution of the congruent recursion (34), and
Since a finite number of values are always bounded, there is a positive constant ~ (0 < ~ < oo) such that
x> K.
NON-HOMOGENEOUS RECURSIONS OF INFINITE ORDER
Now we extend our discussions to a general family of non-homogeneous recursions of infinite order.
Definition 9:
A recurrence equation of the form
is called a non-homogeneous recursion of infinite order. We denote this desired solution as g~,k (x). In the above definition, without loss of generality, we assumed that the initial points are {0, 1 ..... k}. If initial points are {r, r+ 1 ..... r+k}, one can always introduce a new variable x' = x-r and get a new equation in terms of • x'. Of course, the stabilities for these two recursions are equivalent. Note that, by a transformation x' = x-(k-m+ 1) the recursion (10) of finite order is a special case of (42) with H(x) = 0 and Aj(x) = 0 forj > m. Other definitions (e.g. index of error propagation and strongly stable, etc.) can be similarly defined as in the finite homogeneous case. The dominance ranking between the desired solution and the error solution determines whether the recursive evaluation is successful or not.
Unlike its homogeneous counterpart, a non-homogeneous first order recursion is not necessarily stable. This is because that, for a non-homogeneous recursion, the desired solution and the error solution satisfy two different equations.
Example 4: Consider the first order forward recursion:
with an initial value g(0) = 1. The desired solution is g(x)= .5 x. A fundamental set of the homogeneous counterpart is given by gtt)(x) = 1. Since g°)(x) dominates g(x), the recursive evaluation is unstable in evaluating g(x). This instability can be easily verified on a computer. If 5 digits are used, the computed results for the points after x = 40 become a constant .79228 x 10 -7, which again follows a pattern of a dominant solution.
Similarly, we have a comparison theorem. From the above theorem, or by mathematical deduction, for non-negative initial vector 2, the solution g~. k(x) of (47) 
o~, k (x)
For the propagation G (x) of the newly generated round-off error at point r, since e~(j) = 0, (j = 0, 1, ..., r-1);
we have
ga,~(x)
Therefore,
The strongly stable condition (27) holds.
x>k.
1, x>k.
[]
In the proof, the inequalities (49) and (50) can be very loose. Thus, 1 is only a gross upper bound for l(k, oo). It can be much less than 1 in actual error propagation. Another important factor is the offset of positive and negative relative errors when rounding is used by the computer. 
FORWARD DIRECTION VS BACKWARD DIRECTION
The earlier discussions can also be easily extended to recursions in the backward direction. For simplicity, we only discuss recursions of finite order. When a congruent recursion in the forward direction is rewritten as a recursion in the backward direction, it is no longer a congruent recursion in the backward direction. Thus, 'congruent' is direction dependent!
The links between the two directions are important.
For a first order homogeneous recursion, since there is no dominance ranking among the solutions, the recursion is strongly stable in both directions.
For a second order homogeneous recursion, there are only two solutions in a fundamental set. If the recursion is unstable in one direction, which means the undesired error solution grows unboundedly with respect to the desired solution, then this undesired error solution will decrease rapidly in the reverse direction, and thus the recursion is stable in the reverse direction.
For a recursion of order rn > 2, its solutions are ranked by their dominance relationship. There may be solutions which are subordinate in both directions; for these solutions, the recursion is unstable in both directions. Nevertheless, if the desired solution dominates all other solutions (in a fundamental set) in one direction, then the same desired solution will be dominated by other solutions in the reverse direction. Thus, if a recursion is stable in one direction, it is unstable in the reverse direction. In general, the more stable a recursoin is in one direction, the more unstable when it is used in the reverse direction.
Definition 17: Asssuming that m _> 2, a recursion is called strongly unstable in one direction for a desired solution if it is strongly stable in the reverse direction for the same desired solution.
The next two theorems follow directly from this definition. 
9(x)=B,,(x)9(x-m)-E Bj(x)o(x-j)-H(x), x>k, j=l
with Bj(x) > 0 and H(x) > 0 is strongly unstable in the forward direction in evaluating its non-negative solutions. 
9(y)=Bm(Y)9(y+m)-E B}(y)9(y+j)-H(y), y<k, j=l
with Bj(y) > 0 and H(y) >_ 0 is strongly unstable in the backward direction in evaluating its non-negative solutions.
Example 5: Reconsider Example 1. From Theorem 7, the forward recursion (6) is strongly stable in evaluating its non-negative solutions. From Theorem I1, the backward recursion (8) (58)
1.+ I (x) = -(2 n/x) In (x) + In_ n (x),
K.+ t (x) = + (2 n/x) K. (x) + K._, (x).
Since l.(x) and K.(x) are non-negative solutions for x>0, the recursion (58) is strongly unstable in the forward direction, and the recursion (59) is strongly stable in the forward direction.
EMPIRICAL INFLATION FACTOR
In this section, based on the signs of the coefficients Aj(x) and the term H(x) in (42), we investigate the growth of the relative errors in each step of the recursive evaluation. As a special case, if r/2 = 0 (bis exact), then, &+b, as an estimate of a+b, has a relative error which is less than t/n. We say that the relative error is damped.
Lemma 3: Let a and b be two positive real values, with their estimates 6 and having relative errors ~q, v/2, respectively. Then, 6& as an estimate of ab, has a relative error r/i + q2, provided that r/i is small relative to 1 (r/i ,~ 1, i = 1, 2). As a special case, 6b, as an estimate of ab, has a relative error q/l. 
Aj(x) g(x-j) > O, AAx) g(x-j) = O, Aj(x) g(x-j) < O,
Definition 18: Associated with the computed solution 9 (x), we define a positive part g+ (x) and a negative part 9_ (x) at each point x such that The results are listed in Table 4 . The catastrophic instability of the backward recursion (8) can be seen from the large inflation factors ~(x) in Table 4 .
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Remarks:
If all the terms are of the same sign, (i.e. either cq+ (x) = 0 or 9-(x) = 0 for all x >_ k), then fi(x) = (x-k+ 1)~ and
if rounding is used,
if chopping is used.
Our earlier results about the non-negative solutions of congruent recursions are ' recovered'.
One should interpret the inflation factors with care. For an example, in evaluating the dominant solution 9~)(x) in Example 3, the inflation factors are a constant ~ = 1.6667, but error inflations seldom occur and the evaluation is stable•
APPLICATIONS
Note that the recursion (3) is a special case of (47) 
Bj(x)=a+b-~ > O, j= I,...,x.
x As an immediate application of Theorem 7, the recursion (3) is strongly stable in evaluating compound Poisson, compound Negative Binomial and compound Geometric distributions.
In using recursion (3) to evaluate compound Poisson, compound Negative Binomial and compound Geometric distributions, the accumulated relative error bound grows linearly with a slope no greater than 1. If the evaluation starts at point x = 0 and r digits are used, a guaranteed number of significance digits in the computed 9(x) can be estimated by the following simple inequality :
If rounding is used by the computer, with a probability of 99 %,
v(x)>r + lOgl0 3 21°gl°(x+l) .
For example, if both claim frequency and claim size have a mean 1000, one wishes to get an accuracy with relative errors less than l0 -7 over the interested range [0, 1071 . One can achieve this accuracy by using 14 digits. Also, with (at least) 99 % confidence, one can achieve this accuracy by using only 11 digits. This strongly stable property has practical significance in applications of discretization method (see GERBER [8] , PANJER [13] , PANJER and LUTEK [14] ).
If one increases the number of points by a factor of 100 in the discretization of severity distribution, simply adding 2 digits can keep the same level of accu racy.
As an application of Lemma 2 and Lemma 3, the effet of round-off coefficients can be considered. For any finite number of positive values, their summation has the same level of relative error, and their product has a relative error bound which is the summation of individual relative error bounds. For any non-negative solution of the recursion (47)z if the relative round-off errors of Bj(x) and f(j) are i.i.d, random variable qg~,, then the index of relative error propagation enlarges only by a constant multiple of 3. One additional digit is sufficient to protect the solution from round-off errors in the coefficients.
The condition (76) does not hold for the family of compound Binomial distributions. Compound Binomial distributions share a special feature that it has only finite support when claim size has finite support. Since the desired solution eventually becomes zero in the forward direction, it can not be a dominant solutoin. From Theorem I, recursion (3) is unstable in evaluating compound Binomial distributions. This instability can be encountered at the right tail of the compound distribution in the forward direction. A special treatment for compound Binomial distributions is given in the next section.
THE CASE OF COMPOUND BINOMIAL
In this section, we investigate in more detail about the instability of compound Binomial distribution. Based on some special features of compound Binomial distribution, a simple method to cope with this instability is given.
Consider the case that the claim frequency has a Binomial distribution:
Consider compound Binomial distribution with parameters 0 = .95, N= 100, and with claim severity distribution as in Table 5 . In order to investigate how unstable the recursion (3) is in evaluating this compound Binomial distribution, we use 200 digits in the calculation. The The results for some selected points are listed in Table 6 . From Table 6 , one can see that the error inflation factor remains flat at 1 when x < 100, and accelerates after x > 100. The acclerating growth in the error inflation factors indicates that the recursive evaluation becomes more and more unstable when it proceeds to the right half of the compound Binomial The computed g(x) becomes negative at x = 898, which tells us that the empirical estimates ;(x) and f(x) after point x = 898 are no longer reliable.
A combined usage of two directions
This method involves two recursions: (i) the forward direction, and (ii) the reverse recursion in the backward direction staring at the end point raN.
When the claim severity has a finite support {xt, x2,..., xr}, recursion (3) can be written into a recursion (17) of finite order m = Xr. The recursion (17) can be easily turned into a backward recursion: Table 7 . In this numerical example, 0 = .95, which gives a large negative value a = -19 and thus causes rapid round-off error blow-ups. The effectiveness of both forward and backward recursions are compared in Table 8 , for different values of 0, and in Table 9 , for different values of N. 
Remarks:
1. In terms of probability mass (not number of points) covered by the valid range in which the accuracy meets a specified level, the effectiveness of the forward direction increases when N increases, and increases when 0 decreases. This can be seen from Table 8 and Table 9 , which is also consistent with the result in Theorem 13. However, the forward direction can be very unstable when 8 gets close to ! or the claim distribution is highly negative skewed. In such cases, the backward recursion can play a major part in evaluating the compound distribution. Table 8 , we can see that, when 0 _< .5, the backward direction can give accurate results for more than one third of the points over the whole range; however, their total probability mass is very small. Thus, when 0 _< .5, the actual usefulness of the backward direction can be used to check the accuracy of the forward direction.
From
3. In most insurance applications, 0_< .5 and N is large and the claim size distribution f(x) is positively skewed, if additional digits are used in the evaluation, one should not be bothered by seeing negative probabilities in the extreme far right tail, since almost all of the compound distribution except the very extreme right tail has been evaluated with desired accuracy. A check of accuracy can be done by a recursive evaluation in the backward direction. If two directions do not meet over the middle range, increasing the number of digits in the evaluation can make them so.
itself can have a high negative skewness, which may cause difficulties when using the recursion in the forward direction. This instability can be easily handled by using two recursive evaluations in both directions.
REVIEW OF OTHER RECURSIONS
The generalized (a, b) class
SUNDT and JEWELL [2] extended recursion (3) to a larger family of claim frequencies
n=r+l,...
Pn-1 n
The compound distribution for this family of claim frequency satisfies:
Among the generalized claim frequencies (84), the class with r = 1 is of special interest and is given a name (a, b) class. In the (a, b) class, P0 can be any value in the interval [0, 1]. The family of frequencies in (!) given by PANJER [12] As counterparts of the (a, b, 0) subclass, truncated Poisson, truncated Negative Binomial, truncated Geometric and truncated Binomial are members in the (a,b, 1) subclass. Another member in the (a,b, 1) subclass is the logarithmic distribution. SUNDT and JEWELL [20] and WILLMOT [21] completed the enumeration of members in the (a, b, 1) subclass by adding in the extended truncated Negative Binomial (ETNB) distribution.
For members in the (a, b, 1) subclass, we can modify the probabilities at zero arbitrarily. We name the members of the (a, b) class as: zero-modified Poisson, zero-modified Negative Binomial, zero-modified Geometric, zero-modified Binomial, zero-modified extended Negative Binomial, and log-zero distribution.
For claim frequencies in the (a, b) class, the non-homogeneous recursion (85) becomes From Theorem 7, one can easily see that the recursion (88) is strongly stable in evaluating compound zero-modified Poisson, compound zero-modified Negative Binomial, compound zero-modified Geometric and compound logzero distributions.
The recursion (88) is unstable in evaluating compound zero-modified Binomial. The method developed for compound Binomial in the last section can be applied to this case without any difficulty.
For the compound zero-modified extended Negative Binomial distribution, we have Therefore, for compound zero-modified extended Negative Binomial distribution, the recursion (86) is stable. Also, once recursive evaluation has reached at a point k > (1 + Ir])m, the recursive evaluation for future points are strongly stable.
In all the previous recursions for aggregate claims, it was assumed that claims were positive valued. For non-negative claim severities including zero claims, PANJER and WILLMOT [15] proposed a simple method, by which the spike at zero can be easily removed and the previous recursions for positive claims can be used.
Improved recursions aren't improved
When the claim frequency has a Poisson distribution, and the claim severity has a special pattern of piecewise constant or piecewise linear, DE PRIL [17] gave some simplified recursions in terms of numbers of calculations required. However, since both positive and negative signs evenly appeared in the coefficients of the recursions, they are unstable and thus not really improved.
Probability of ultimate ruin
PANJER [13] proposed a method of direct evaluation of the probability of ruin. Since the desired probability is a compound Geometric distribution, the recursive evaluation is strongly stable.
GOOVAERTS and DE VYLDER [9] proposed a different approach to approximate the probability of ruin. The upper bounds are evaluated by a recurrence equation :
(92) ~b~(xh)= 1+01 { K(xh)-~ dK((i-l)h) (V~((x-i)h)} ' x=
The lower bounds are evaluated by a recurrence equation: 
1-F(y) (95) -ziK(i h) = --¢i h P l
Therefore, the recursions (92) and (93) are indeed strongly stable in evaluating the desired ruin probability.
RAMSAY [18] recently commented that his numerical result did not agree with that of GOOVAERTS and DE VYLDER [9] and was unable to explain the difference ( [18] , p. 58). Now it becomes clear that, the instability that RAM-SAY [18] discussed about was not from inherent rounding error accumulations by using recursions (92) and (93), but from the unstable evaluation of the coefficients dK(ih) = K((i+ l)h)-K(ih) by subtracting two nearly equal numbers. Also, the inaccuracy in the numerical results of GOOVAERTS and DE VVLDER [9] can be explained by the slow convergence (as proved by Ramsay) of the approximation scheme of Goovaerts and De Vylder, and not because of the instability of the recursions.
Probability of finite time ruin
In their paper [5] , Dickson and Waters suggested a method of recursive evaluation of finite time ruin probabilities. DICKSON and WATERS [5] (p. 21 I) commented that they experienced some numerical instabilities when using a combination of two recursions. One (see (4.2) of DICKSON and WATERS [5] , p. 208) is now known as strongly stable; the other recursion (see (3. 2) of DICKSON and WATERS [5] , p. 206) involves many differencing terms. It can be verified that, (3.2) of DICKSON and WATERS is unstable in evaluating the desired probabilities.
The basic ideas and results in this paper can be extended and applied to other recursions (not necessarily in actuarial field). For unstable recursions, alternative methods of evaluation merit further research.
